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Abstract 
Dr. Alan Dunn, Senior Lecturer at Leeds Beckett University, re�ects upon his

sound art project Artists’ uses of the word revolution in relation to pedagogy,

curating and distribution. The project formed part of a new pedagogic model

established at Leeds between Dunn, Chris Watson and visual art students,

exploring the spaces between sound recording and sound recordings, and

between lecturing and administration. The curatorial methodologies deployed

throughout the project considered some of the core behavioral drivers that lead

professionals and amateurs to return to the record button and why we often

revisit the same themes when recording. One of these themes is explored in this
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text, namely a desire to (sound like one wishes to) change the status quo through

the sound of the word ‘revolution’. Dunn curated the collection non-hierarchically,

using material from art lecturers and students, artists, archives and other

professionals. The work was disseminated in phone boxes, handed out on

streets, and more formally shared at events at the Sharjah Art Foundation,

Liverpool Art Prize, Auricle Sonic Arts Gallery in Christchurch, Cirrus Gallery in

Los Angeles and the ICA and DeptfordX in London.
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The Sounds of Revolution Forming

In the late 1960s, a group of artists associated with the Fluxus movement

including Robin Page and George Brecht arrived in Leeds to lecture part-time.

Re�ecting upon the period in a 2013 interview with myself, Page described it as

a wild and free experimental mêlée of improvised sound, drinking, nudity and a

“we just did stuff” [1] mentality in which artists and students worked together on

music and musicians worked on art projects. Spaces between roles and

disciplines were eroded as staff and students collaborated, performed, organised,

educated, curated and handed out free texts and artworks in the high street.

George Brecht had been taught by John Cage and shortly after I began lecturing

in Leeds (commuting from Liverpool), I became interested in this lineage and

Leeds’ pedagogic history of working between sound and visual art. Soft Cell’s

Marc Almond studied Fine Art in Leeds during the late 1970s and artist Peter

Suchin’s unpublished article [2] on his time studying there between 1979-82 lists

some notable visiting lecturers as Throbbing Gristle’s Genesis P. Orridge and

Factory Records’ founder Anthony Wilson. These art-sound-music crossovers

could serve as the inspiration for further experimental interrogation into the

spaces between sound, curating and pedagogy.



Figure 1. Artists’ uses of the word revolution, curated by Alan Dunn, CD sleeve featuring the

rubble of a former art school lit up, design by Alan Dunn and Lisa Novak, 2009.

The notion of the ‘between’ became increasingly important to my research, and I

undertook a PhD by Previous Publication (2008-14) entitled The sounds of ideas

forming, the relationship between sound art and the everyday. In this context I

took the between as a space between A and B into which new cultural activity

could be located. In particular I was interested in those spaces within the

everyday, such as the commute or high street, and my PhD examined instances

of locating sound art into these contexts. An example included my ‘Soundtrack

for a Mersey Tunnel’ CD that was distributed exclusively to commuters of that

thoroughfare on bus number 433 (a direct link to John Cage’s 4’33”), the same

bus I used between home and travelling to Leeds to lecture.



later. Allan Davies, Senior Advisor to the Higher Education Academy, described

part-time practitioners as “an interface between the students and both the real

world of work and contemporary discourses in the �eld.” [3] The 0.6fte contract is

an interesting splice through one’s life, equating on average to three days’

employment each week and many artists on such contracts decide to commute

rather than relocate. Despite in many ways being an ideal balance between life

and work, a 0.6fte contract inherently creates a constant state of �ux, of never

quite being in one place nor the other. It is nomadic, and to adopt a phrase used

by curator Hans-Ulrich Obrist to describe his own practice, it represents “a

position of in-between-ness.” [4]

Figure 2. Artists’ uses of the word revolution,

2009, curated by Alan Dunn, shown as part of

the PhD submission The sounds of ideas forming,

2008-14, comprising 7xCDs, USB drive,

postcards and screenprints. Photograph by Katy

Knowles, 2014. Used with permission.

Within my part-time lecturing role I developed a model for research that explored



water, revolution, grey, catastrophe, background and numbers. Each collection

drew together archival material, original soundworks by professional artists and

new compositions by our visual arts students. In this article, I shall outline the

contribution I made in evolving this use of sound within a visual arts course at

Leeds Beckett University [5], before considering one of those themed CDs,

namely Artists’ uses of the word revolution (2009).

The sound of the art school

Figure 3. Chris Watson recording at the Leeds & Liverpool Canal with Leeds Metropolitan

University students. Photograph by Alan Dunn, 2009.

In early 2009 I invited sound recordist Chris Watson to run the rst of his now

annual masterclasses for visual arts students in Leeds. Watson and I had rst

collaborated in Liverpool on a tenantspin project entitled A Winter’s Tale [6], an

experience that opened my ears to working with sound. I was inspired by the

breadth of his activities, ranging from the founding of avant-garde English music



group Cabaret Voltaire to his award-winning natural history sound recordings for

Sir David Attenborough. Watson also records as a solo artist, and shortly after he

undertook his second masterclass at Leeds, he released his seminal album El

Tren Fantasma (Ghost Train). The album was composed from �eld recordings

made by Watson in Mexico while working on the BBC programme Great Railway

Journeys in 1999 and included the track El Divisadero. [7] The track was an

evocation of the early industrial sound of Cabaret Voltaire, shifting effortlessly

between foreground and background, dropping out from the heaviest dub and

returning with a heavenly choir �oating on a bed of railway drone. It is

underwater, the Doppler effect and, in my opinion, in the background of El

Divisadero could possibly be heard masterclass recordings that Watson, myself

and students made under the rail bridge by the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. If not,

then the sound of El Divisadero de�nitely acknowledged the experience of us in

Leeds at 2am listening to early-morning rolling stock and capturing a rhythm of

the city from a new perspective.

Aldous Huxley, speaking at Berkeley Language Center in 1962, stated: “All

revolutions have essentially aimed at changing the environment in order to

change the individual.” [8] By inviting Watson to Leeds, and inspired by Huxley’s

quote, I wanted to create a new listening culture at the art school, altering the

environment to stimulate the students. Some had been working with sound prior

to 2009, but their studies had lacked direction and conceptual thinking, let alone

appropriate equipment. In the art studios, Watson inspired the staff and

students, teaching us how to record, why to record, how our ears work, how to

listen to backgrounds and the importance of both the popular and the avant-

garde. El Divisadero took the prosaic and transformed it into the abstract.

Watson shared with us a tale of recording the sound of his fridge using a 50p

contact microphone and selling it to an international games company as the

accurate sound of a nuclear reactor. Both of these were important as they

demonstrated to students the ability to expand the range of a recording. Leeds

could sound like Mexico and your fridge like North Korea. He also gave staff and

students practical advice, recommending recording and playback equipment for

the university to purchase, including binaural microphones, WAV recorders and

surround-sound Genelec speakers. To this day, Watson returns annually to Leeds

Beckett, and on each occasion we select around �fteen students from all levels to

work with him in the studio and in the city, learning new skills and using our

newly developed ear muscles to explore sonic and social issues, while publishing

some of the audio results on the CDs.



Artists’ uses of the word revolution  (2009)

Figure 4. Artists’ uses of the word revolution, curated by Alan Dunn, presented at the Liverpool

Art Prize, Metal, Liverpool. Photograph by Leila Romaya, 2012. Used with permission.

I became interested in what the relationship between art schools, the word

revolution and the everyday might sound like. In summer 1968 for example, while

Hornsey College of Art students protested against the education system as a

You Say You Want a Revolution. We at the Leeds School of Art, Architecture and

Design have been having a quiet revolution. There are no hierarchies on making

here; this is about turning from facing inwards to facing outward, working with

communities and community. Vive la revolution! [9]



and Yoko Ono took the second half of the song Revolution [10] and extended it

with tape loops and live radio feeds to create Revolution 9. [11] The journalist

David Quantick described Revolution 9 as “literally subversive, an avant-garde

recording that can be found in millions of houses, apartments, wine bars and

other settings.” [12] Lennon himself referred to it as “an unconscious picture of

what I actually think will happen when it happens; that was just like a drawing of

revolution.” [13] Revolution 9 is a collage of spoken word, library recordings and

backward sounds, but it does not contain the sound of the word revolution.

Academic Evan Mauro notes “the story of the twentieth-century avant-gardes is

invariably a story of decline, from revolutionary movements to simulacra, from

épater le bourgeois to advertising technique, from torching museums to being

featured exhibitions in them.” [14] Each year I play Revolution 9 to our First Year

students as a sonic background, a simulacra of revolution onto which they may

one day record, loop, broadcast, splice, scream or whisper their own sounds of

the word.

Developing this further, I set out to explore how creatives from all eras and

backgrounds had recorded the sound of the word. I curated a CD that was not

actual revolution, nor revolutionary as in Hornsey, nor about revolution as

Revolution 9. It was instead about the sound of the word revolution. Gathering

material for the CD began in late 2008 with a prearranged call by myself to artist

Douglas Gordon in New York. He did not pick up, but his answering service

played The Internationale [15] and asked that the caller leaves a message. Over

the next eight months I metaphorically created that message, collecting sound

les for a journey through sixty-six geographic and thematic revolutions from

Russia to China to Cuba to Ukraine, exploring the sexual, the technical and the

industrial sound of the word. On each occasion, re-vo-lu-tion was whispered,

proclaimed or screamed, through techno from Belarus, soul from Trinidad, punk

from Spain and metal from Germany. Staff member James Chinneck recorded the

sound of the word being spray-painted onto an art school wall and Marion

Harrison’s spoken word piece collaged The Beatles with the Velvet Revolution.

Peter Suchin dissolved the word into Rest-vole-Luton-tinted-ontic. I invited our

students to develop their own sounds of the word using the new recording

equipment. Second year student Samantha Wass created a delicate piece

entitled Information Revolution built from recordings of paper, typewriters and

laptops and Mark Whitford used Watson’s bat detector and contact microphones

to great effect on revolution mw 2.44khz.



recorded by Paul Revere & The Raiders, Herbert Marcuse, Sarah Jones, Black

Panthers, Marcel Duchamp, Aldous Huxley and Chumbawamba. As I neared a

complete collection, I wanted to test whether (sound) artists could work

instinctively and put out a call for works that included the word revolution but

gave only six hours until the deadline. Fourteen pieces arrived and I included six

on the CD, one of which I decided not to listen to before inclusion, despite not

knowing the artist; an exercise in blind (deaf) curating and I have worked hard

not to ever listen to that track since. Viva la resistance! I curated what curator

Clementine Deliss called “a treasure hunt characterised by cryptology and the

absurd.” [16] Negotiations with Southern Records over the use of Crass’ Bloody

Revolutions [17] took so long that I had to abandon it. Likewise, negotiations with

Chris de Burgh hit a brick wall. [18] On all occasions, I wanted to use content

with permission, to have dialogues with artists and content holders and to get

closer to the original creative impulse of the pressing of the record button.

Musician and critic Seth Kim-Cohen writes about the verb ‘to record’ as a curious

composition of which “the pre�x re- means ‘again’ or suggests a backwards

movement. The root ‘cor’ comes from the Latin for the heart (“le coeur”). To

record, then, is to encounter the heart again or to move back to the heart. The

romantic implication is that a recording captures and replays the heart of its

source.” [19] This is an interesting proposition and in a similar vein I wished to

remind people that they had once recorded the word revolution and, rather than

simply culling together a playlist from readily available material, I wanted a series

of human communications within the endless sea of data. I wanted these artists,

poets and musicians across the globe to know I was somewhere between

Liverpool and Leeds and our students were in Leeds, and we were all thinking

about the sound of the same word.

Art Schools on Fire

I used the CD design to celebrate moments of irony. Behind the disc was hidden a

list of commercial businesses in Liverpool and Leeds that used the word

revolution. TV company ITN wished to charge £660 to include ve seconds of

Lennon speaking about revolution from 1972 but I declined and instead wrote

about it as part of the design. This was placed next to a list of more middle-of-

the-road artists who had recorded the word. [20] The more I heard the word

uttered, the more diluted and hollow it became.



Figure 5. Death of an art school, the rubble of a former art school lit up, Wallasey, Wirral.

Photograph by Alan Dunn, 2008.

Graphics student Lisa Novak and I chose for the cover an image of a former art

school, one visible from the 433 bus, situated in Central Park, Merseyside. The

building had been neglected by Wirral Council and suffered an arson attack in

2008. Bizarrely, the Council then illuminated the remains; a school made rubble

by the neglect of bureaucrats rather than the �re of the �lm If [21] where

revolution springs from within an English educational institution. From the

University of Hawaii, Rich Rath provided The revolution will not be streamed as

homage to Gil Scott-Heron’s The revolution will not be televised. [22]  Critic

Dorian Lynskey notes of the Scott-Heron original that it “lets his sly sense of

humour breathe. His subject was a revolution of the mind, not the gun.” [23] We

designed a booklet to list all the tracks and I invited former Leeds academic and

artist-curator Derek Horton to write a new manifesto entitled The revolution will

not be. We slipped it in behind the booklet to carry from one place to another as

the art school in Leeds changed buildings. The Fine Art department had been

based in H-Block before moving into the custom-built Broadcasting Place in

2009. The move greatly contextualised my research project and lent it an



of sound within the Fine Art department in its new location.

The education revolution

The revolution CD was a complex artistic form with a tight quality control, a black

humour and a broad curatorial range. Within the CD design I credited all the

university administrators and nance workers who had assisted with some of the

more straightforward curatorial activities.  In emerging from an art school in

transition with new tools and insights into the recording process, the CD was a

powerful message about pedagogic possibilities. At the time Leeds Beckett was

using synoptic assessment to help “make connections between modules,

increase the level of student engagement and provide teaching staff with the

opportunity to adopt a holistic approach to delivering modules” [24] and I saw

both the curated sound projects and the Chris Watson masterclasses as sitting

within this undoing of an overly modularised curriculum. In June 2012, Amy Leech

and Joe Finister, both participants in two masterclasses and contributors to

another of my CDs, A history of background, [25] graduated with First-class

Honours Degrees for their work in sound. Finister’s pieces were rooted in his

passion for dubstep that Watson encouraged him to develop into even more

cinematic surround soundscapes. Leech created intimate recordings for her

animations, including some recordings of shermen’s maggots. These so

delighted Watson that when appearing on Bang goes the theory [26] and asked

to demonstrate the quietest sound he could record, he chose maggots.



Figure 6. Soundworks, as part of Bruce Nauman’s DAYS, ICA, London. Photograph by Alan Dunn,

2012.

The success of arts education within the institution ebbs and ows, and at

certain points particular sets of student work achieve something unique. In May

1972, such was the currency of Leeds’ art education that the ICA in London

staged an exhibition of student works entitled Students at Leeds. Forty years

later, the work of Leeds students was returned to the ICA when I was

commissioned to create a 20-minute mix of The sounds of ideas forming as part

of their Soundworks project within Bruce Nauman’s DAYS exhibition. In the

upstairs gallery, a large black box housed an iPad with a series of audio works

played through a central speaker. My piece included content, including some

revolution pieces, from Leeds students, all of whom had worked with Watson.

[27]

As a city, Liverpool has created a rich cultural identity from its history of beat

poets, popstars and punks. [28] An institution such as Leeds Beckett University

can equally explore its cultural history beyond its own immediate physical

surrounds. It can, for example, recall and celebrate Patrick Heron’s 1971 article

that described Leeds as “the most in�uential school in Europe since the

Bauhaus.” [29] In my own practice, as outlined previously, I have aimed to



concepts that underpin my work. In the world’s leading journal on underground

music and sound art, The Wire, artist and curator Bruce Davies wrote of my

practice that it “seems to share similar non-material concerns as those working

at Leeds Polytechnic in the 70s … Dunn has also established a yearly masterclass

at Leeds Metropolitan University, with sound recordist Chris Watson: Yorkshire’s

past extending a helping hand to the country’s potential future.” [30] I include

Davies’ comment here to demonstrate both the importance of publicizing

pedagogic practice in critical contexts such as The Wire, and of acknowledging

collaborators such as Watson.

Revolutions Per Minute

The choice of the publication format in itself was fundamental in order to explore

�nite curatorial decisions and the creation of moments of encounter in which

sound art interjected into everyday life, much as Revolution 9 entered living

rooms. The decision to theme each volume and to work non-hierarchically was

also a fundamental aspect of my research. Whilst a sound archive such as

UbuWeb is incredibly valuable and browsing it randomly can lead to interesting

discoveries, it makes no attempt at �nding themes across generations. I was

interested in a different archival model that would allow a �nite set of themed

recordings to interact with the everyday. In doing so, new knowledge could be

gained about recorded sounds located in speci�c contexts. To achieve this, the

CD was chosen as my publishing format, despite digital music sales already

accounting for 15% of the market in 2008. As Gustin reports, [31] by 2011 digital

had in fact surpassed physical sales, but the CD had a size, weight and unit cost

that made physical distribution feasible. The sounds of ideas forming, including

Artists’ uses of the word revolution, in CD form is thus not an open-ended archive

but a set of �nite curatorial decisions within seven 74-minute collections.

The CD as a format may have lacked the gravitas of vinyl or the instant

grati�cation of the MP3, but it did open up a conceptual space somewhere

between analogue and digital. Analogue has a relationship with �xed timescales

whereas the digital is built around snapshots and acceleration. Content uploaded

to Facebook for example takes an average of 24 milliseconds to reach its huge

servers in Sweden. Taken in isolation, the digital realm lacks any between-ness. It

is on or off, A or B. Kahn & Dyson refer to this condition as “the zoom … that is to

data transfer what the tunnel is to commuter throughput. The quicker the zoom



space have collapsed, and the passage to another plane has been completed.”

[32] My research explored a series of betweens as counters to these collapsed

dimensions; real journeys through tunnels and new connections between content.

One doesn’t zoom through the Mersey Tunnel. On the 433, it takes on average

2’33”, the length of every track on that CD. My CDs also asked us to think about

the time and spaces we have to produce, share and consume recorded sound in

an era of hyper-acceleration.

Remix, Remodel, Redistribute

Copies of the revolution CD were left in New York phone boxes, handed out in

London streets and have featured in around forty international events. [33] I

developed the audio content further, extracting combinations of tracks to present

in other contexts, including the Cultural Hijack project curated by Ben Parry

(London, 2013), for which I created an iPad playlist featuring remixes and out-

takes. For /seconds, curated by Peter Lewis and Sheikha Hoor Al Qasimi (Sharjah

Art Foundation, UAE, 2014), I combined extracts from the CD with snippets from

movies in which the word is heard. [34]



Figure 7. Handing out copies of Artists’ uses of

the word revolution, as part of DeptfordX,

curated by Bob and Roberta Smith. Photograph

by Alan Dunn, 2013.

Thinking about the sound of the word revolution began with listening to

Revolution 9, imagining the avant-garde in the living room and considering

Fluxus in Leeds. Traversing Deptford High Street in September 2013 as part of

the DeptfordX festival, I handed out free copies of the revolution CD to passers-

by, creative workers and shopkeepers. The Mayor of Lewisham accepted a copy

and spoke of the housing revolution of the 1970s that gave birth to bands such

as Dire Straits and Squeeze and artist Bob and Roberta Smith spoke of the

revolution needed within art education. The day-long event encapsulated all of

my research interests around �nding thematic routes through recorded sounds,

drawing lines between content and locating audio content (CDs) in social

settings (the high street) to observe what happens.

Artists’ uses of the word revolution (Reprise)

Revolution 9 laid the sonic backdrop for the word, Douglas Gordon asked us to

leave a message about it and students learned new techniques for recording the

word. As BBC Radio Merseyside broadcaster Roger Hill noted, the four syllables

of the word make it particularly pleasing acoustically: RE-VO-LU-TION. The word

has been recorded on vinyl, at 33 or 45 revolutions per minute and CDs at

between 200-500rpm. Artists’ uses of the word revolution reminds us that

pressing the record button is a return to the heart, a capturing of the sound of the

word revolution as a rally cry or paean for resistance and change. It is the result

of someone wanting to make change and learning how to press the record

button in order to make the sound of change and in doing so perhaps changing

by learning to press the record button properly.

My experience in creating and curating Artists’ uses of the word revolution also

led me to understand that the ‘between’ is a critical area in which to operate.

When it is possible to draw a link between two points on a temporal and spatial

range, one can make insightful work that functions at particular de�ned points

on the line. I contacted artists and created real space and time between students



same word. In a climate of hyper-acceleration and instant digital grati�cation, we

are in danger of missing out on what Miller termed: “a rhythm to the space

between things.” [35] Curating the artist-student-archive CDs was a simple

formula from which to proceed and it captured the imagination of all the

contributors. It was not only employing sound as an investigatory medium,

in�uenced by the practice of Watson, but also about navigating and producing

novel histories. It was a simple structure that looked back at historical contexts,

analyzed the present, and ventured into the future. It was about drawing lines as

a basis for creativity: observing and connecting.

Finally, if there is a pedagogic manifesto that arose from Artists’ uses of the word

revolution, it is this: a part-time role can afford the artist-educator the time and

space necessary to occupy the space between things – to trace lines from one

thing to another. We must develop pedagogic, artistic and curatorial models that

balance a learning-in-process equally with a critical consideration of product.

We, as artist-educators, must work with artists, galleries and public contexts to

ensure that both the taking part and the results are of the highest calibre. We

must nurture a holistic, experiential and synoptic environment within the

institution even when the institution itself is in a constant state of �ux. [36] We

must expand the creative tools we utilize, working creatively against �nancial

constraint. Finally, we must take staff and students on innovative conceptual

journeys amongst the cultural histories they operate from, inspiring and not

restricting, whilst encouraging them to remain porous and reactive to the ever-

changing circumstances of their contemporary environment.
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